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Abstract: Traditional mass media seem to be losing market shares to new forms of 
online social media such as blogs, virtual communities, and user generated content 
services. This paper discusses the positioning of media services and products, media 
consumption devices, and media content according to an analysis of user needs and 
roles as well as of usage context. We propose the use of an analysis model – the 
me/we space – defined by the dimensions of solitary/social media use, active/passive 
consumer attitude, and online/offline connectivity. In this space, we position a samp-
le of successful media services and products, identifying the spectra of user needs 
that they address. Analysing user media needs based on consumption characteristics 
in me/we space can help content providers and device developers to position their 
services and products within the media spectrum. The model identifies opportunities 
for business development within social media but the analysis also indicates that 
there is also a viable market niche for traditional offline media. 

1. Introduction 

Media consumers are to an increasing extent able to choose their means of accessing the in-
formation they need and want. The spectrum of available media channels is constantly ex-
panding through technical innovation as well as through increased penetration of mobile 
technologies and broadband access. Traditional printed and broadcast media channels com-
pete with digital content through web based services and mobile phones, iPods, e-paper 
devices, etc., for the consumers’ attention, time and money. 
 One effect of a broadening media spectrum and increased opportunities for individual 
choice is the fragmentation of the traditional mass media and their role in supporting demo-
cracy and social inclusion. The possibility of a future ”death of mass media” has been much 
discussed [1]. For information providers and media companies this raises the question of 
how the current reach of media information can be maintained and possibly extended in an 
increasingly diversified media landscape. The key is reaching the individual consumer. 
 Today, consumers’ relationships with media are being pulled in two different directions: 
while, e.g., iPods enable highly personalised consumption of media in your own time and 
space, interactive and connected communities online are gaining ground [2, 3]. Much of 
media development is today focused on online communities and participatory media but we 
claim that also offline, private use offers many innovative possibilities and business opport-
unities. 

2. Objectives and Methods 

In this vision paper we discuss the positioning of media services and products, media con-
sumption devices, and media content according to an analysis of user needs and roles as 



well as usage context. This discussion is based on a broad analysis of current trends in med-
ia usage, media strategies, and ICT developments. The concepts proposed here have been 
tested and validated in an international workshop with 22 media company executives – 
managing directors, editors-in-chief, new media managers from Austria, Denmark, Finland, 
Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United 
Kingdom – arranged by the Ifra eNews team in San Francisco on May 23-24, 2007. 
 Based on this analysis, we propose a conceptual model for classifying media as well as 
for identifying potential development areas and business opportunities. We also use the 
model to discuss its implications for the media industry and its suppliers of technology, 
mainly in the form of media consumption devices. 

3. User Needs in MeSpace and WeSpace 

User needs are not fixed and unchanging but vary considerably over time. We define the in-
dividual user needs in relationship to factors such as location in time and space, the current 
role of the individual, the context, and the individual preferences. Each individual can act in 
different roles during the course of a day: as a researcher, as a mother, as an investor, etc. 
The needs are also dependent on the current context. Location in space (city, countryside, 
travelling) and time of day (morning, evening, night) also affect media consumption needs. 
In addition, individual preferences, based on, e.g., habit, fashion, and community belong-
ing, also vary and these underlying individual choices affect the choice of media services 
and products. Reaching the users is far from a trivial task in the widening media spectrum. 
 In our conceptual model, we have chosen to focus on three dimensions in the consum-
ers’ media usage space. On one hand, we have connectedness to telecommunications net-
works, a mainly location and preference based dimension that indicates to what degree the 
user is online or offline – by choice or because of restrictions related to equipment or ac-
cess. This is in effect a binary dimension – the consumer can be either online or offline [4]. 
 The second dimension, primarily associated with role and context, denotes the social 
situation and media usage characteristics. At one end of the axis we have the solitary, indiv-
idual use of media services, theme-centered activities of consuming and enjoying media 
content. At the other end of the axis we have the participatory use of media as a social com-
munication vehicle. 
 The third dimension is related to the degree of activity – or interactivity – that the user 
exhibits when consuming/using a medium. One end of the axis represents “lean forward” 
behaviour whereas the other end of the axis represents a “leaned back” attitude. 
 

 
Figure 1: The me/we space of media use 



 We can now describe a consumer media need and media usage space defined by the di-
mensions me/we (x-axis), active/passive (y-axis) and online/offline (z-axis). In this three-
dimensional space, the y/z-plane separates MeSpace from WeSpace (figure 1). 
 Much of recent media development and discourse has been concerned with the role that 
media has as a social amplifier – a facilitator and creator of social networking and commun-
ities [5]. The social media trend is enabled by the spreading use of global networks, e.g., the 
internet, either in a fixed line mode or wirelessly in mobile applications [6]. This phenom-
enon, which we in this paper denote as WeSpace, is today a force with great momentum 
affecting a majority of consumers and all business using internet as a platform. 
 But all media use is not community oriented. Reading a book or a newspaper, or listen-
ing to music on an iPod is a self-centered, individual experience where social interactions 
are more of a disturbance than an objective. We denote the context in which this type of 
media consumption takes place as MeSpace. 
 The coordinate system can be used to classify media needs in different life situations. 
As a result, it can also be used to describe media services and products that fulfill these 
needs. On the me/we axis, the media consumers’ interest in interactivity and participation is 
growing – in the US during 2006, Google [7] had 2% of the total internet traffic, while 
MySpace [8] claimed 11% [5]. At the other end of the me/we dimension, personal media 
devices such as the iPod and e-readers allow users to consume the media they want, when 
they want it, regardless of broadcast schedules and other users. The z-dimension of the us-
age space deals with online and offline consumption, where mobile telephones represent the 
always connected end of the spectrum, while print is the ultimate offline medium. 
 We can demonstrate the extent of the me/we space by providing some examples of the 
kind of media consumption behaviour that represents the extreme points of each octant of 
the space. 
I. (Online-Active-WeSpace)  Chatting, video conferencing, multi-user game playing. 
II. (Online-Active-MeSpace)  Information retrieval using search engines. 
III. (Online-Passive-MeSpace)  Television, web television watching. 
IV. (Online-Passive-WeSpace)  Lurking passively in online forums and blogs [9]. 
V. (Offline-Active-WeSpace)  Writing letters to the editor of a newspaper or magazine. 
VI. (Offline-Active-MeSpace)  Doing crossword puzzles in newspapers and magazines. 
VII. (Offline-Passive-MeSpace)  Reading a book, listening to iPod music. 
VIII. (Offline-Passive-WeSpace) Reading special interest magazines. 
 The above are extreme examples, spanning the full extent of me/we space. Normally, 
most media consumption activities are more complex, covering larger areas of the usage 
space. The distinction between MeSpace and WeSpace as well as the dimensions of off-
line/online and active/passive media usage can help us identify media niches on several lev-
els. Devices and their capabilities occupy one level. A second level describes the media 
genres and consumer usage. A third level represents information providers and media com-
panies and the products and services they offer. 

4. Positioning Media Use 

We will now map out a selection of current situations and future media usage scenarios on 
different levels using the dimensions of me/we, active/passive and online/offline. 
 Let us look at a few examples chosen among current popular online services as well as 
among the more traditional media genres: “YouTube” (online user generated video con-
tent), “Second Life” (online 3D chat and virtual world), “iPod” (mobile digital audiovisual 
device), “Newspaper” (printed newspaper with traditional content), “WeightClub” (online 
weight watchers’ community). These examples are based on – and have borrowed their 
names from – existing services but the quotation marks indicate that the discussion is equal-
ly valid for generic services of the same type. 



1. “YouTube” is shown as crossing lines at the top of the me/we space cube in figure 2, 
indicating the primary area occupied by it’s use. A typical consumer is mostly using the 
service in a personal Me-mode. At the same time, the functionality of the service sup-
ports community building and maintenance, both online and in physical group situat-
ions. This is indicated by the line extending from octant II to octant I. “YouTube” is an 
active service, since users are engaged in searching, selecting, and interacting with the 
content as well as uploading their own content. This places the area identifying this 
service on top of the me/we space (octants I, II, VI). Finally, “YouTube” is almost al-
ways used online but some users download content for subsequent offline. This is indic-
ated by the green line extending from octant II to octant VI.  In this manner, we can de-
scribe how a media service caters to a specific set user needs in me/we space. 

 

 
Figure 2: An example of a popular media service – YouTube [10] – serving consumer needs in me/we space. 
YouTube is located at the active end of the space, stretching from Me to We and mostly used online, even if it 

can be used offline (video downloads). 

2. “Second Life” (similar to Second Life [11]) is positioned primarily in octants I and II 
in the me/we space. Virtual existence in “Second Life” is partly an exponent of extreme 
individualization where the consumer wishes to be in the absolute centre, focusing on 
tailoring her/his avatar and property to be unique exponents of her/his personality [12]. 
On the other hand, the service is a meeting place and a community where the different 
subcommunities – “tribes” – are necessary to validate the users’ self-realizations. The 
service is used actively and online. 

3. “iPod” indicates here the mobile audiovisual device, its content, and the supporting 
purchasing and organizing services. The “iPod” is used in a highly personal manner, 
offline and passively. A user will typically only select and shuffle stored items, brows-
ing the content much in the same manner as when reading a traditional newspaper. In 
some situations, usage can also extend into the We domain, for instance, when two 
friends listen to the same tune or watch the same video, or when video content is 
streamed to a television set for group viewing. However, “iPod” use also has minor 
active online components when selecting, purchasing and downloading music, podcasts, 
or video content. The “iPod” is thus mainly located in octant VII but with tendrils ex-
tending into other domains. 

4. “Newspaper” represents here the traditional, printed newspaper product. It is, by its 
nature, a highly portable offline medium and consuming a newspaper is mainly a pas-
sive Me experience. However, the selective browsing and choice of which parts of the 
content to read constitute a more active process than the linear reading of a literary 
book. We might therefore position the “newspaper” at the border between octagons III 
and VII. But newspaper consumption may also have some more interactive compon-



ents. For example, solving a crossword or a sudoko puzzle moves the use into octant III. 
And writing a letter to the editor in a debate that is carried within the newspaper would 
extend the usage into octant IV. Thus we can see that “newspaper” consumption is not a 
single point in me/we space but serves a more complex pattern of user needs. 

5. “WeightClub” is an online weight watchers’ club combined with a weekly printed 
magazine. The online service has a number of functions ranging from personalized food 
and weight diaries to discussion forums and diet-specific news. When using the main 
online tool to monitor your food consumption, your physical exercises, and your weight 
development the usage is focused on octant II. But being active in forums and 
discussions as well as in interaction with dietary coaches moves the focus to the border 
between octants I and V. And the supporting magazine “Health & Body” serves the 
consumer needs in octant VIII. As a whole, this multidomain service caters to a broad 
spectrum of media needs. 

The examples above indicate that media services are seldom one-dimensional points in the 
me/we space of media consumer needs. In the three dimensional space each example can be 
represented as a three dimensional solid body of usage. Each example occupies its own 
location and has a different size and shape. Successful consumer services can thus take a 
variety of forms and sizes. Some focus on one specific consumer behaviour, targeting, for 
instance as in example 2 (“Second Life”), active online consumers. Others, such as in ex-
ample 5 (“WeightClub”), offer multidomain services and products for both online and off-
line usage, for active and passive consumption, and supporting both me and we needs. 
 The concept of a three dimensional me/we space of media consumption needs can be 
used for positioning and identifying the functions also of other types of media communicat-
ion. Let us take a brief look at the different genres of gaming. Online single-user games are 
positioned in octant II, massively multi-user online games in octant I, live role playing 
games and traditional family board games in octant V, and solitaire card games in octant 
VI. Gaming is, by nature, always active. 
 Similarly, looking at devices and platforms for consuming news information, we can 
position Internet news sites and mobile phone news services on the border between octant II 
and VI, whereas octants III and VII of the are populated both by traditional printed news-
papers and emerging e-paper based news reading devices. 
 One distinct aspect and benefit of using the me/we space as a basis for classifying 
media is the explicit focus on consumer needs. Media services can be positioned and new 
product opportunities identified based on the way consumers relate to a product or service 
instead of from the point of view of technological innovations. This can provide a better 
understanding of the viable matching’s between needs and service offerings. From a tech-
nology point of view, one may suppose that a mobile audiovisual player would offer an 
improved service if it included continuous online connection. But music listening seems to 
be an experience to be enjoyed primarily offline, when the user needs his/her solitary 
“iPod-moments” of not being connected and available. 

5. Implications for Media Communication 

5.1 Navigating in Me/We Space 

Analysing user media needs based on consumption characteristics in me/we space can help 
information providers and device developers to position their services and products within 
the media spectrum. Based on their publishing strategy, media companies may use the mod-
el to identify niches and areas where they can reach central segments of their target groups. 
 We will, in the following, attempt to outline some of the possible implications of this 
analysis for media companies, for device developers, and for general media consumption. 



5.2 Media Companies 

Media companies and information providers can choose to adopt different strategies in re-
lation to an analysis of consumer behaviour and needs in me/we space. 
 One successful strategy could be focusing on one segment or octant of the me/we space 
– the area where the company has its main, traditional strength. A book publisher would, 
naturally, look for business opportunities in the offline MeSpace. But also in this area, there 
are different opportunities along the active/passive axis. The traditional printed book is the 
prime example of a medium to be passively consumed in offline MeSpace, but new reading 
devices could provide mechanisms for interactively selecting and downloading book con-
tent for later offline enjoyment, whether this means reading from a screen or listening to an 
audio book. A news provider may focus on another segment, e.g., the  online WeSpace, cre-
ating a community by interweaving editorial news with user generated content. An example 
of this type of strategy is the news site OhmyNews [13]. The main drawback of this focus-
ing strategy is the danger of excluding user groups that are mainly active in other segments 
of me/we space, leaving the field open for competitors and new entrants in the marketplace. 
 A second strategy might be operating in parallel with one of the axes of me/we space, 
e.g., the online/offline axis. This is the current main strategy of newspaper companies pur-
veying and distributing their content in the Me domain both online, as web pages and RSS 
(Really Simple Syndication [14]) feeds, and offline, as printed products. The main advant-
age of this strategy is the opportunity for reusing or reformatting content for the different 
delivery channels. A disadvantage is the difficulties in charging for online content, leading 
to a situation where the media company may enter into cannibalizing competition with 
itself. There are also valid lateral strategies along the me/we axis. For instance, a book club 
combines offline community building coupled to the private consumption of books. 
 Extending an existing service from one domain into another or combining media serv-
ices in two domains to support each other can take many diverse forms. One example of a 
very successful multidomain activity is the weight control services of the Swedish after-
noon newspaper Aftonbladet [15]. Printed newspaper articles on weight reducing attract 
readers into becoming members of a premium online community that provides individual 
weight tracking, recipes, a tailored exercise program, expert advice, and a community chat 
forum. The online service is supported by a printed special interest magazine. Naturally, 
this multichannel, cross-domain service provides a platform for targeted advertising. 
 A third viable strategy is based on covering, and possibly dominating, the entire me/we 
space. A media company with diverse content and financial muscles may establish a pre-
sence both in the online and offline domains, combining traditional mass media content 
with user generated content, thus supporting the media brand through customer bonding 
and community building. An example of this type of inclusive strategy is the multiplatform 
activities related to some television reality shows. The scheduled show itself is consumed in 
offline MeSpace, but is complemented with interactive web sites, discussion forums, news-
paper stories, merchandise, etc., providing a multichannel coverage of the entire me/we 
space. This strategy may be very efficient in cross-promoting the content and in strength-
ening the media brand. It requires, however, heavy investments in multichannel production 
and interactive responsiveness. 
 Let us illustrate this with two examples located maybe five years into the future. First a 
product that we call “the city shopping guide” where users could download a shopping 
guide as a package including shop names, categories, maps etc. related to a defined area. 
Also, it would include current and old reviews collected from the media company's online 
and printed editorial content as well as user generated content. Downloading this to an e-
reading device, the user could create his/her own shopping plan. This would be mainly used 
offline in MeSpace, alternatingly actively and passively (VI and VII). When needed, the 



user could go online and download additional updated or relevant information. A second 
example would be a user generated e-reading novel where users (writers) would publish 
texts on a blog or forum furnished by the media company. Reviews and comments would 
be published – both by professional editors and readers. This content would be searchable 
and users could download the novels for reading on an e-reader. She/he would also have the 
opportunity to either submit a review or add related texts. The entire experience would con-
stitute a strong me-offline-passive usage (II, III, and VII) as well as offering opportunities 
in the we-online-active space (I) – thus providing a wide range of activities. 

5.3 Device Developers 

Developers of consumer electronics can use the me/we space model for identifying usage 
patterns and consumer behaviour. Mapping consumer needs to available content and tech-
nically implementable services will then indicate how technology components can be com-
bined to create a mix that will be attractive to consumers and media companies. 
 The Apple iPod is an example of successfully focused product and service development 
focusing on creating an attractive device serving the needs for easy and relaxed solitary 
offline passive enjoyment of music, video, and podcasted content. In addition, it is support-
ed by a commercially successful content delivery mechanism. Another success story within 
the device domain was seen in the early days of mobile telephones. The phones initially 
served the simple consumer needs for easy person-to-person communication [16]. But to-
day, the trend among operators and handset manufacturers seems to be to add novel tech-
nology and enhanced functionality to mobile telephony with little regard for the real needs 
of the consumers. Analyzing the actual needs of different consumer segments within the 
me/we space may help identify commercially viable product development niches [17, 18]. 
      Looking five years into the future, we can envision a new generation of e-reading devic-
es equipped with e-paper displays, being capable of online and offline use and optimized 
for easy reading. Imagine a light, robust device with a 6-12 inch e-paper colour display, 
bendable, with a touch screen, mobile connectivity, and with a user interface which makes 
the device as simple to use as an iPod – an “iPod for reading”. 

5.3 Media Consumption 

Much of current media development moves toward innovations in social media, in what we 
call WeSpace. Our analysis shows, however, that there is also a clear consumer need also 
for media in MeSpace. These two approaches’ and sets of needs are not really in conflict 
with each other. During a single day, a week, a month, or a year, the consumers will always 
have a mixed set of needs. Each individual will switch continuously between the wish to be 
active or passive, between the need to be alone with oneself or to belong to a tribe of peers, 
and between online and offline activities. Individuals are mobile within the me/we space, 
often having parallel needs. 
 Media companies needs to look beyond dayparting – the currently popular strategy of 
analyzing at what time during the day the consumers prefer different content and services  – 
and start looking at how users interact and approach different content and services in terms 
of the dimensions of me/we, active/passive, and online/offline. Such an analysis of consum-
er behaviour will provide clues concerning the spectrum of services actually used. 
 Technology oriented pundits often predict a future where all media consumption will be 
online. This may become technically possible but it does not correspond to the actual need 
spectrum of the consumers. Being constantly online may, in certain situations, be more of a 
nightmare than a utopian dream. We all have a natural craving for solitude and individual 
enjoyment of media content. 



6. Conclusions 

The media consumption space is multidimensional and encompasses a multitude of variat-
ions and possibilities. We have here focused on a three-dimensional model defined by the 
dimensions of solitary/social use, active/passive attitude, and online/offline connectivity. 
We have shown, how existing media products and services address consumer needs within 
this me/we space, as well as how new opportunities can be identified using the model as an 
analyzing tool. 
 The me/we space is versatile and the model is in no way to be understood as normative. 
There is no right or wrong positions in the me/we space – there is room and need for most 
types of services, combinations and business ideas that correspond to actual user needs and 
consumption patterns, albeit in limited market segments. 
 The model shows opportunities for business development in the online WeSpace – an 
area hitherto not well understood by the established mass media providers. But the analysis 
also indicates that there is a viable market niche for traditional offline media. The consum-
ers of the future will not always need or want 24/7 anywhere/anytime access to media. One 
conclusion from the workshop is that we should not, in this time of hyped We-oriented 
trends, underestimate the potential for Me and offline (VII) products, although linked into 
We media space. The participating media companies testified that most media usage still 
consists of reading and watching (VII and III). Very few users are actively generating con-
tent. There is still room for enjoying solitary offline media that has a personal appeal. 
 Finally, one outcome from the workshop study was that devices do not become success-
ful by being technically advanced with a multitude of functions. The key is simplicity, de-
sign, and a clear intent of use. Our model should be used to identify true consumer needs 
and content use, designing services and devices based on this knowledge. Again, the Apple 
iPod and the recently released iPhone prove this – here, advanced but not revolutionary 
technology is used in extremely user friendly solutions for defined consumer needs. 
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